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Brand New Book. By the time Route 66 received its official numerical designation in 1926, picture
postcards had become popular travel souvenirs. At the time, these postcards with colorful images
served as advertisements for roadside businesses. While cherished by collectors, these postcard
depictions do not always reflect reality. They often present instead a view enhanced for
promotional purposes. Portrait of Route 66 lets us see for the first time the actual photographs
from which the postcards were made, and in describing how the production process worked,
introduces us to an extraordinary archival collection, adding new history to this iconic road. The
Curt Teich Postcard Archives, held at the Lake County Discovery Museum in Wauconda, Illinois,
contains one of the nation s largest collections of Route 66 images, including thousands of job files
for postcards produced by Curt Teich and Company of Chicago. T. Lindsay Baker combed these files
to choose the best examples of postcards and their accompanying photographs not only to reflect
well-known sites along the route but also to demonstrate the relationships between photographs
and their resulting postcards. The photographs show the reality of the...
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Comprehensive manual for publication lovers. We have read through and so i am confident that i am going to going to read yet again once more down the
road. I am easily could get a enjoyment of looking at a created pdf.
-- Guy Ruecker-- Guy Ruecker

The ebook is straightforward in study better to comprehend. It really is simplistic but excitement within the 50 % of the book. I am happy to let you know
that here is the very best pdf i have got read during my very own existence and might be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Dr. Brannon Wolf-- Dr. Brannon Wolf
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